
1. For experiments where the voltages are 50 V AC (RMS)/DC or higher there should be at 

least two students in the laboratory and they must be supervised by either an instructor or 

a laboratory staff. 

3. Complete your wiring, think about it, discuss it with your partners and re-check before 

switching power on. If unsure, ask an instructor or a laboratory staff. 

4. Any alteration/modification in the circuit must only be done after the power to the circuit 

has been switched off (point 2). 

5. When working with energised circuits, always use one hand: the other hand must be at your 

back. Think about this: it is absolutely important for your safety. It will save from possible 

electrocution. 

6. After completing an experiment, switch off the power before dismantling the circuit. 

7. Switch off power before checking or replacing a fuse. Identify and correct the cause of a 

blown-up fuse or a tripped circuit breaker before replacing the fuse or re-setting the circuit 

breaker. 

8. Do not use damaged cords/leads, cords/leads which become hot or cords/leads with 

exposed wiring. Report to the laboratory staff if this happens. 

9. If measurements must be made on live or energised circuits, use well-insulated meter 

probes. Remember: work with only one hand! 

10. Use extension cords when necessary, and only on a temporary basis. Do not join leads 

together to make a longer lead/connection in a circuit. 

11. Do not come to a laboratory wearing a chappal or slippers. The students working with 

electrical machines or with other rotating parts should not wear loose clothes. 

12. Do not bring and consume edible items and drinks/beverages in a laboratory. 

13. Avoid working with wet hands and clothing. 

14. You should remove loose metallic bangles, bracelets, necklaces, ear rings and watchstraps 

before working on an electrical circuit. You should not have long loose hair as well! 

15. Always check the electrical ratings of the equipment you work on and make sure you 

operate it within its ratings.  

16. Never over-load an electrical circuit. 

17. The fuses and circuit breakers must never be by-passed. Never replace a low-current fuse 

with a higher current rating fuse. 

18. Make sure chassis or cabinets are grounded. 

19. Safely discharge capacitors in equipment before working on a circuit. 

Electrical Emergency Response 

 It is the duty of a laboratory director, instructor and laboratory staff to make the students 

aware of the available Emergency Power-Off arrangement in their laboratory, and when 

and how they should operate it. 
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2. Switch off power by operating an associated switch or a circuit breaker before working on 

a circuit. It is a good practice to unplug the power cord from the source. 
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